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Abstract: In the field of video processing, a model of the background motion has application in deriving depth from
motion. The pan-zoom parameters of our background model are estimated from the motion vectors of parts
which are a priori likely to belong to the background, such as the top and side borders (”the background area”).
This fails when a foreground object obscures the greater part of this background area. We have developed a
method to extract a set of pan-zoom parameters for each different part of the background area. Using the
pan-zoom parameters of the previous frame, we compute from these sets the pan-zoom parameters most likely
to correspond to the proper background parts. This background area partition method gives more accurate pan
parameters for shots with the greater part of the background area obscured by one or more foreground objects
than application of the entire background area.

1 INTRODUCTION

For the introduction of 3DTV on the market (Fehn
et al., 2002; de Beeck et al., 2002), availability of 2D-
to-3D conversion is an important ingredient. As only
a very limited amount of 3D recorded content (stereo-
scopic or other) is available, 3DTV is only attractive
for a wide audience if existing material can be shown
in 3D as well. Within Philips Research, the technol-
ogy for fully automatic, real-time 2D-to-3D conver-
sion at the consumer side has been developed over the
past years (Barenbrug, 2006; Redert et al., 2007).

The 3D format used consists of the original 2D
video, augmented with a depth channel (the term
depthas used in this paper is strictly speaking arecip-
rocal depthor disparity). This depth channel allows
to render views from positions slightly displaced from
the original view point. These additional views can
then be interleaved and sent to a multi-view screen
such as the Philips 3DLCD. (Fehn, 2004; Berretty
et al., 2006).

The depth maps are generated using several depth
cues. One of the depth cues used is”depth from mo-
tion” (Ernst et al., 2002). The depth-from-motion
method is for a static scene equivalent to the structure-
from-motion (SFM) methods. The camera calibration

part of the SFM methods is replaced by estimation of
a background motion: A motion model for objects at
large distance from the camera. All objects with (pos-
sibly independent) motions that do not conform to this
background model are supposed to be in front of the
background.

The background model is a pan-zoom model
(de Haan and Biezen, 1998):

mx = px +sx∗ x̂

my = py +sy∗ ŷ
(1)

with m = (mx,my)
T the background motion,

{x̂, ŷ} the pixel coordinates with regard to the opti-
cal center,{px, py} the pan parameters and{sx,sy} the
zoom parameters. Note that although theoretically,
sx ≡ sy, we allow here two different values for the mo-
ment. This has as big advantage that the expressions
for thex andy motions decouple: there is no interac-
tion between them. We come back to this issue at the
end of Section 3.

The pan-zoom parameters should be estimated
from the motion vectors of the background blocks.
The motion vectors (see Figure 1 and 2; the blue
crosses are explained later on) are estimated using
8x8 pixel blocks (de Haan and Biezen, 1994). But
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Figure 1: ‖ Motion ‖ field of video shot OFFICE for a
proper background area.

Figure 2: ‖ Motion ‖ field of video shot OFFICE for an
obscured background area.

because it is not known which blocks belong to the
background, blocks which are a priori likely to be-
long to the background are selected for estimation of
the pan-zoom parameters. The selected background
blocks (”the background area”) are blocks close to
the top of the image and blocks close to the left and
right image borders. Examples of background areas
are the set of blue crosses in Figure 3 and 4.

However, if a relatively large foreground object is
criss-crossing, the greater part of the background area
may be obscured (see Figure 4 and 2), resulting in er-
roneous pan-zoom parameters. We have developed a
method to extract a set of pan-zoom parameters for
each different part of the background area (i.e. the
proper background part and the obscured background
parts). We use the pan-zoom parameters of the previ-

Figure 3: Frame of video shot OFFICE with a proper back-
ground area.

Figure 4: Frame of video shot OFFICE with an obscured
background area.

ous frame to compute from these sets the pan-zoom
parameters most likely to correspond to the proper
background part.

Our method for robust estimation of the pan-zoom
parameters in case of a proper background area (i.e.
the majority of the blocks of the background area
are proper background blocks) using the entire back-
ground area (the ”EBA method”) is described in Sec-
tion 3. Our background area partition method (the
”BAP method”) for computation of the pan-zoom pa-
rameters in case of an obscured background area (i.e.
the majority of the blocks of the background area are
obscured by one or more foreground objects) is de-
scribed in Section 4. In Section 5 we present our re-
sults and in Section 6 we give some conclusions to
consider.
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2 RELATED WORK

The structure-from-motion (SFM) methods are the
only commonly known and successful methods for
2D-to-3D conversion. When a camera moves around
a static scene, SFM can provide very good conversion
results (Huang and Netravali, 1994; Azarbayejani and
Pentland, 1995; Zhang et al., 1995; Armstrong et al.,
1996; Beardsley et al., 1996; Xu and Zhang, 1996;
Falkenhagen, 1997; Pollefeys et al., 2000; Hartley
and Zisserman, 2001; Ernst et al., 2002). However,
several issues hamper wide use of SFM. First, if cam-
era parameters such as pixel aspect ratio and zoom
are unknown, they have to be estimated along with
the conversion. In this case many successive frames
with different viewpoints are required to define a sin-
gle solution (Armstrong, 1996; Pollefeys et al., 1998;
Pollefeys, 1999). Secondly, if camera movements are
very small or even absent, the mathematics become
singular and no solution can be obtained. Finally,
most scenes are not static, but contain independently
moving objects. Several methods exist to handle this,
e.g. (Xu and Zhang, 1996), but these methods again
require that camera or object motion is considerable
and that each individual object is rigid. Among the
most important video objects are humans, which are
far from rigid. So, in most cases accurate SFM is not
possible.

3 THE EBA METHOD

If only a very small portion of the blocks of the back-
ground area are obscured by foreground objects (see
Figure 3 and 1), the pan-zoom parameters can be es-
timated accurately provided that the outliers are re-
moved. Using Equation 1 local pan-zoom parame-
ters can be extracted from two or more blocks of the
background area. A set of local pan-zoom parameters
can be collected by selecting different subsets of the
background area. After the outliers are removed, the
global pan-zoom parameters can be computed by tak-
ing e.g. the average or the median of the remaining
set of local pan-zoom parameters.

To avoid the time-consuming computation for all
possible subsets of the background area (Ω(n2)), we
have implemented a two-stage method using single
blocks (O(n)). First, the zoom parameter is com-
puted. Secondly, using this zoom parameter the pan
parameters are computed. This method is based on
the relation between the zoom parameter and the par-
tial derivatives of the motion field:

∂mx

∂x
=

∂(px +sx∗ x̂)
∂x

= sx

∂my

∂y
=

∂(py +sy∗ ŷ)
∂y

= sy

(2)

Because there is only one zoom parameter (i.e.
sx ≡ sy), we select only those blocks of the back-
ground area for which the two local zoom parameters
sl ,x andsl ,y (i.e. the two local partial derivatives ob-
tained from smoothed differences) are almost equal:

|sl ,x−sl ,y| ≤ t (3)

with the thresholdt equal to the 25% percentile of
the absolute differences of the local zoom parameters
of the background area{|sl ,x−sl ,y|}.

The precise value of the thresholdt is not so im-
portant as long as the blocks with a relatively large
difference between the two local zoom parameters
(i.e. the blocks with probably outliers) are removed.

After that we compute the global zoom parameter
sg,x (i.e. thesx of Equation 1) from the local zoom
parameters{sl ,x} of the selected blocks using robust
statistical procedures (Marazzi, 1987) as follows:

1. Compute the robust standard deviations1:

m0 = median({sl ,x})

m1 = median(|{sl ,x}−m0|)

s1 = m1/Φ−1(0.75)

(4)

whereΦ−1(0.75) is the value of the inverse stan-
dard Normal distribution at the point 0.75. As
Marazzi explains, the factorΦ−1(0.75) trans-
forms the absolute deviationm1 to the standard
deviations1.

2. Remove the outliers from{sl ,x}.
We classify a local zoom parametersl ,x as an out-
lier if

|sl ,x−m0| > s1∗Φ−1(0.99) (5)

Assuming a Gaussian distribution, this means that
the probability that an inlier is classified as an out-
lier is less than 1.0%.

3. Compute the global zoom parametersg,x from the
remaining local zoom parameters{sl ,x}:

sg,x = median({sl ,x}) (6)

After that the global zoom parametersg,y (i.e. the
sy of Equation 1) is computed in the same way from
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the selected local zoom parameters{sl ,y}, we com-
pute the global zoom parametersg from the two global
zoom parameterssg,x andsg,y:

sg = median(0,sg,x,sg,y). (7)

Application of this formula for the global zoom
parametersg is based on the following reasoning:

1. In casesg,x = sg,y, the global zoom parametersg
should be equal to this value (i.e.sg = sg,x = sg,y).

2. Noise in the zoom estimate should be diminished.
In case both zoom estimates have the same sign,
the one closest to zero is taken; in case the zoom
estimates have a different sign, the global zoom
parameter is zero.

After the global zoom parametersg is estimated,
the pan parameterspx andpy can be computed as fol-
lows:

1. Compute the local pan parameters{pl ,x} and
{pl ,y} for the selected blocks using Equation 1:

pl ,x = mx−sg∗ x̂

pl ,y = my−sg∗ ŷ
(8)

2. Compute the global pan parameterspg,x and pg,y
from the local pan parameters{pl ,x} respectively
{pl ,y} using the same robust statistical procedure
as used for the computation of the global zoom
parametersg,x.

4 THE BAP METHOD

If the majority of the blocks of the background area
are obscured by foreground objects (see Figure 4 and
2), the EBA method (see Section 3) gives wrong re-
sults for the pan parameterspx and py (the possible
effect on and a possibly better procedure for the zoom
parameters will be discussed in Section 5 and Section
6). The large peaks of the red curves in Figure 8 and
9 are examples of distorted pan parameters. The con-
dition that the local zoom parameterssl ,x andsl ,y are
almost equal (see Equation 3), appears to hold also for
many obscured background (i.e. foreground) blocks.

The histograms of the local pan parameters ex-
hibit several clusters in case of an obscured back-
ground area (see Figure 5 for an example). One or
more (in case of a histogram with many small bins) of
these clusters represents the local pan parameters of
the proper background blocks. The other clusters rep-
resent the local pan parameters of the obscured back-
ground blocks.
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Figure 5: Histogram of{pl ,x} of an obscured background
area.

We use the previous global pan parameter
pg(t −1) (the indicesx and y are left out from now
on to indicate either case) to select the clusters cor-
responding to the proper background blocks, and to
compute the new global pan parameterpg(t) from
these clusters by the following procedure:

1. Estimate the probability density function
{pd f(pk)} and the cumulative density function
{c f d(pk)} for and from the sorted local pan
parameters {pl (t)} using Gaussian kernels
(Silverman, 1986):

pd f(pk) =
1
N

N

∑
i=1

G(pk; pi ,s)

c f d(pk) =
1
N

N

∑
i=1

∫ pk

−∞
G(p; pi ,s)dp

(9)

with pk ∈ {pl (t)}, pi ≤ pi+1, N the number of lo-
cal pan parameters and G(p;µ,σ) the Gaussian
probability density function. We use the resolu-
tion of the motion vectors (1/8 pixel for our cases)
for the standard deviations.

2. To eliminate noise valleys, local outliers in
{pd f(pk)} are replaced by the average of their
two neighbors (a kind of median filter).pd f(i)
(short forpd f(pi)) is a outlier on a rising flank

pd f(i −2)≤ pd f(i −1)

pd f(i −1)≤ pd f(i +1)

pd f(i +1)≤ pd f(i +2)

pd f(i −2) < pd f(i +2)

(10)

if the following conditions are fulfilled:

pd f(i −1) > pd f(i)∨ pd f(i) > pd f(i +1)

|pd f(i)− pd f(i −2)| ≤ toutlier

|pd f(i)− pd f(i +2)| ≤ toutlier

(11)
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with the outlier thresholdtoutlier derived from the
absolute differences of the successivepd f values
{|pd f(i)− pd f(i −1)|} as follows:

m= mean({|pd f(i)− pd f(i −1)|})

s= std({|pd f(i)− pd f(i −1)|})

u = max({|pd f(i)− pd f(i −1)|})

tm,s = m+s∗Φ−1(0.99)

tm,u = (m+u)/2)

toutlier = min(tm,s, tm,u)

(12)

Local outliers on a descending flank are detected
and replaced in a similar way.

3. Subdivide the refined{pd f(pk)} into clusters as
follows:

(a) Find the borders{bl , l ∈ [2,M−1]} between
two clusters. The borders are placed at the val-
leys. A local pan parameterpi is a border if the
following conditions are fulfilled:

pd f(i) < pd f(i +1)

pd f(i) = {pd f(i −k),k∈ [0,N],N ≥ 0}

pd f(i) < pd f(i −N−1)

(13)

(b) Extend the set of borders by adding the smallest
local pan parameterp1 and the greatest local
pan parameterpN to the sorted borders:

{p1,{bl , l ∈ [2,M−1]}, pN} (14)

(c) Use these borders to create the cluster domains
{cl , l ∈ [1,M−1]}:

cl = [bl ,bl+1] (15)

(d) Remove ”insignificant” cluster domains. A
cluster domainck is removed if both its pdf
peak and its pdf area are relatively small:

max(pd f(ck)) < f ∗max({pd f(cl )})

cd f(ck) < f ∗max({cd f(cl )})
(16)

with

cd f(ci) = cd f(bi+1)−cd f(bi) (17)

and

f =
N(2.0)

N(0.0)
≈ 0.1353 (18)

with N(x) the standard Normal probability den-
sity function.

Although this heuristic rule gives good results
for our video sequences, we are currently in-
vestigating whether this heuristic rule can be
replaced by a statistically based rule.

4. Compute for the final set of cluster do-
mains {cl , l ∈ [1,L]} the pan modus parameters
{pcl , l ∈ [1,L]}:

pcl = arg max(pd f(cl )) (19)

5. Use the previous global pan parameterpg(t −1)
and the pan modus parameters{pcl , l ∈ [1,L]}) to
compute the new global pan parameterpg(t) as
follows:

pg(t −1)≤ pc1 → pg(t) = pc1 (20)

pcL ≤ pg(t −1)→ pg(t) = pcL (21)

pcl ≤ pg(t −1) < pcl+1 →

pg(t) =
αl pcl + αl+1pcl+1

αl + αl+1

(22)

with

αl =
(pcl+1− pg(t −1))8

(pcl+1− pcl)8

αl+1 =
(pcg(t −1)− pcl)

8

(pcl+1− pcl)8

(23)

Because of the empirically determined exponent
8 for the coefficientsαl and αl+1 of the inter-
mediate case (see Equation 23), the new global
pan parameterpg(t) (see Equation 22) is approx-
imately equal to the pan modus parameter closest
to the previous global pan parameterpg(t −1) ex-
cept when this previous global pan parameter is
located close to the center of the two pan modus
parameters (see Figure 6). Indeed, if the previ-
ous global pan parameter is far away from both
pan modus parameters, it is better to postpone the
choice for either of the two pan modus parame-
ters.

If there is one cluster left (i.e.L = 1), either Equa-
tion 20 or Equation 21 holds. In this case, inde-
pendent of the value of the previous global pan
parameterpg(t −1), the new global pan parame-
ter pg(t) is equal to the pan modus parameterpc1
of this cluster.
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Figure 6:αl (blue) andαl+1 (green) as function of the rel-
ative position ofpg(t −1).

Remarks:

1. We have first estimated the probability density
function {pd f(pk)} and the cumulative density
function{c f d(pk)} from the local pan parameters
{pl(t)} using the Gaussian mixture model with
a variable number of Gaussian pdf’s (Frederix,
2005). However, in some cases this method un-
derestimated the number of clusters.

2. If the first pair of frames of a shot contains an
obscured background area, real-time online selec-
tion of the proper pan modus parameters is not
possible because there are not yet reliable pan-
zoom parameters. But, if after a series of frames
a single cluster for the pan modus parameters
emerges, offline processing gives the possibility
to select the proper pan-zoom parameters of the
skipped frames by reversing the analysis of the
saved pan modus parameters from that frame back
to the beginning of the shot. Offline processing
gives even the possibility to select the proper pan
modus parameters when the whole shot contains
only multiple clusters by computation of the ”op-
timal” path through the pan modus parameters of
all frames of this shot.

5 RESULTS

We have applied both the EBA method (see Section
3) and the BAP method (see Section 4) to four video
shots, namely 50 frames (710x574) with a recording
of people passing a market stall with fruit (video shot
”FRUIT”), an arena shot with 326 frames (720x442)
of the movie ”The Gladiator” (video shot ”ARENA”),
an office shot with 266 frames (706x424) of the car-
toon ”Incredibles” (video shot ”OFFICE”) and a canal
chase shot with 52 frames (960x544) of the movie
”The Italian Job” (video shot ”CANAL”).

0 50 100 150 200 250 300
−0.02

−0.01

0

0.01

0.02

Figure 7: The global zoom parametersg,x (blue), sg,y
(green) andsg (red) for video shot OFFICE.

The global zoom parameterssg,x (blue curves),sg,y
(green curves) andsg (red curves) for video shot OF-
FICE are shown in Figure 7. The negative peaks in the
neighborhood of frame 10 of video shot OFFICE are
caused by a shot cut. The three curves follow roughly
the same path. The use of the median for the global
zoom parametersg (see Equation 7) results clearly in
less noise.

The first column of Table 1 contains the maximum
of the absolute differences between the global zoom
parameters max(|sg,x(t)−sg,y(t)|) at x̂ = 1. The sec-
ond column contains the same quantities at max(x̂)
(i.e. at the side borders of the frame). The large differ-
ences for the video shots OFFICE and CANAL raise
the question whether a better method should be ap-
plied for the computation of the global zoom param-
eters from the local zoom parameters. We come back
to this issue in Section 6.

Table 1: max(|sg,x(t)−sg,y(t)|) in pixels.

shot at x̂ = 1 at max(x̂)
FRUIT 0.00107 0.374
ARENA 0.00242 0.862
OFFICE 0.00981 3.414
CANAL 0.00657 3.154

For video shot FRUIT the maximum difference
between the pan parameters obtained with both meth-
ods was less than 1/8 pixel (the resolution of the mo-
tion vectors for our cases).

The distorted EBA (the red curves) and the im-
proved BAP (the green curves) pan parameters for
video shot OFFICE are shown in Figure 8 and 9.
There is an obscured background area roughly from
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Figure 8: EBA (red) and BAP (green) pan parameterpx for
video shot OFFICE.
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Figure 9: EBA (red) and BAP (green) pan parameterpy for
video shot OFFICE.

frame 50 until frame 150. The small peaks in the
neighborhood of frame 10 are caused by a shot cut.
Video shot CANAL gave similar results (more accu-
rate pan parameters for the BAP method)

The final number of clusters, alternating between
nx andny, for video shot OFFICE are shown in Figure
10. There are clearly more clusters for the frames with
an obscured background area.

The averaged elapsed time in milliseconds on a
Linux PC (2.8GHz Pentium 4) to estimate the pan-
zoom parameters for a frame with the EBA method
followed by the BAP method (without the time
needed for motion estimation) are given in the first
column of Table 2. The second column contains the
number of frames per second. Probably, most of the
computation time is spent in estimating the probabil-
ity density function (see Equation 9).
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Figure 10: The final number of clusters for video shot OF-
FICE.

Table 2: The performance of the EBA method followed by
the BAP method.

shot milli-sec. #frames / sec.
FRUIT 49.6 20.2
ARENA 48.0 20.8
OFFICE 34.1 29.3
CANAL 67.8 14.7

6 CONCLUSIONS

1. The EBA method gives good results for shots with
a proper background area even if a small num-
ber of blocks is obscured by a foreground object
because outliers due to these blocks are excluded
from the final computation of the global zoom pa-
rameter.

2. The BAP method gives roughly the same results
for shots with a proper background area and much
better results for shots with an obscured back-
ground area than the EBA method.

3. We have inspected several histograms of the lo-
cal zoom parameters. The number of clusters for
these histograms was 1. But to increase the ro-
bustness of the BAP method, the same procedure
(i.e. cluster analysis and selection on the basis of
the previous parameters) should be applied also to
the computation of the global zoom parameters.

4. The current implementation of the BAP method
can be applied already for offline conversion, for
example in a media processor to convert a stored
2D video to a 2D+depth video to be stored on the
hard disk. After the offline conversion is finished
the stored 2D+depth video can be real-time ren-
dered on a 3DTV.
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5. Because of the required amount of computation
time per frame, the current implementation of the
BAP method is not yet suitable for real-time 2D-
to-3D conversion. But the performance can and
will be improved (e.g. removal of code for in-
spection of the proper working of the algorithms).
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